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Legal disclaimer notice

TECHNICAL AND RELIABILITY DATA FOR RASPBERRY PI PRODUCTS (INCLUDING DATASHEETS) AS MODIFIED FROM

TIME TO TIME (“RESOURCES”) ARE PROVIDED BY RASPBERRY PI LTD (“RPL”) "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW IN NO

EVENT SHALL RPL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THE RESOURCES, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

RPL reserves the right to make any enhancements, improvements, corrections or any other modifications to the

RESOURCES or any products described in them at any time and without further notice.

The RESOURCES are intended for skilled users with suitable levels of design knowledge. Users are solely responsible for

their selection and use of the RESOURCES and any application of the products described in them. User agrees to

indemnify and hold RPL harmless against all liabilities, costs, damages or other losses arising out of their use of the

RESOURCES.

RPL grants users permission to use the RESOURCES solely in conjunction with the Raspberry Pi products. All other use of

the RESOURCES is prohibited. No licence is granted to any other RPL or other third party intellectual property right.

HIGH RISK ACTIVITIES. Raspberry Pi products are not designed, manufactured or intended for use in hazardous

environments requiring fail safe performance, such as in the operation of nuclear facilities, aircraft navigation or

communication systems, air traffic control, weapons systems or safety-critical applications (including life support

systems and other medical devices), in which the failure of the products could lead directly to death, personal injury or

severe physical or environmental damage (“High Risk Activities”). RPL specifically disclaims any express or implied

warranty of fitness for High Risk Activities and accepts no liability for use or inclusions of Raspberry Pi products in High

Risk Activities.

Raspberry Pi products are provided subject to RPL’s Standard Terms. RPL’s provision of the RESOURCES does not

expand or otherwise modify RPL’s Standard Terms including but not limited to the disclaimers and warranties expressed

in them.
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Introduction
Raspberry Pi Ltd devices are frequently used as data storage and monitoring devices, often in places where sudden power

downs may occur. As with any computing device, power dropouts can cause storage corruption. This whitepaper

provides some options on how to prevent data corruption under these and other circumstances by selecting appropriate

file systems and setups to ensure data integrity.

This whitepaper assumes that the Raspberry Pi is running the Raspberry Pi (Linux) operating system (OS), and is fully up

to date with the latest firmware and kernels.
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What is data corruption and why
does it occur?
Data corruption refers to unintended changes in computer data that occur during writing, reading, storage, transmission,

or processing. In this document we are referring only to storage, rather than transmission or processing. Corruption can

occur when a writing process is interrupted before it completes, in a way that prevents the write from being completed, for

example if power is lost.

It is worthwhile at this point giving a quick introduction to how the Linux OS (and, by extension, Raspberry Pi OS), writes

data to storage. Linux usually uses write caches to store data that is to be written to storage. These cache (temporarily

store) the data in random access memory (RAM) until a certain predefined limit is reached, at which point all the

outstanding writes to the storage medium are made in one transaction. These predefined limits can be time and/or size

related. For example, data may be cached and only written to storage every five seconds, or only written out when a

certain amount of data has accumulated. These schemes are used to improve performance: writing a large chunk of data

in one go is faster than writing lots of small chunks of data.

However, if power is lost between data being stored in the cache and it being written out, that data is lost.

Other possible issues arise further down the writing process, during the physical writing of data to the storage medium.

Once a piece of hardware (for example, the Secure Digital (SD) card interface) is told to write data, it still takes a finite time

for that data to be physically stored. Again, if power failure happens during that extremely brief period, it’s possible for the

data being written to become corrupted.

When shutting down a computer system, including the Raspberry Pi, best practice is to use the shutdown option. This will

ensure that all cached data is written out, and that the hardware has had time to actually write the data to the storage

medium.

The SD cards used by the majority of the Raspberry Pi range of devices are great as cheap hard drive replacements, but

are susceptible to failure over time, depending on how they are being used. The flash memory used in SD cards has a

limited write cycle lifetime, and as cards approach that limit they can become unreliable. Most SD cards use a procedure

called wear levelling to make sure they last as long as possible, but in the end they can fail. This can be from months to

years, depending on how much data has been written to, or (more importantly) erased from, the card. This lifetime can

vary dramatically between cards. SD card failure is usually indicated by random file corruptions as parts of the SD card

become unusable.

There are other ways for data to become corrupted, including, but not limited to, defective storage medium, bugs in the

storage-writing software (drivers), or bugs in applications themselves.

For the purposes of this whitepaper, any process by which data loss can occur is defined as a corruption event.

What can cause a write operation?

Most applications do some sort of writing to storage, for example configuration information, database updates, and the

like. Some of these files may even be temporary, i.e. only used while the program is running, and do not require to be

maintained over a power cycle; however, they still result in writes to the storage medium.

Even if your application does not actually write any data, in the background Linux will constantly be making writes to the

storage, mostly writing logging information.
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Hardware solutions
Although not totally within the remit of this whitepaper, it is worth mentioning that preventing unexpected power downs is

a commonly used and well-understood mitigation against data loss. Devices such as uninterruptible power supplies

(UPSs) ensure that the power supply remains solid and, if power is lost to the UPS, while on battery power it can tell the

computer system that power loss is imminent so that shutdown can proceed gracefully before the backup power supply

runs out.

Because SD cards have a limited lifetime, it may be useful to have a replacement regime that ensures SD cards are

replaced before they have a chance to reach end of life.
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Robust file systems
There are various ways that a Raspberry Pi device can be hardened against corruption events. These vary in their ability to

prevent corruption, with each action reducing the chance of it occurring.

Reducing writes

Simply reducing the amount of writing that your applications and the Linux OS do can have a beneficial effect. If you are

doing lots of logging, then the chances of writes happening during a corruption event are increased. Decreasing logging in

your application is down to the end user, but logging in Linux can also be reduced. This is especially relevant if you are

using flash-based storage (e.g. eMMC, SD cards) due to their limited write life cycle.

Changing commit times

The commit time for a file system is the amount of time for which it caches data before it copies it all to storage.

Increasing this time improves performance by batching up lots of writes, but can lead to data loss if there is a corruption

event before the data is written. Reducing the commit time will mean less chance of a corruption event leading to data

loss, although it does not prevent it completely.

To change the commit time for the main EXT4 file system on Raspberry Pi OS, you need to edit the \etc\fstab file which

defines how file systems are mounted on startup.

$sudo nano /etc/fstab

Add the following to the EXT4 entry for the root file system:

commit=<commit time in seconds>

So, fstab may look something like this, where the commit time has been set to three seconds. The commit time will

default to five seconds if not specifically set.

proc            /proc           proc    defaults          0       0
PARTUUID=50a7611a-01  /boot           vfat    defaults          0       2
PARTUUID=50a7611a-02  /               ext4    defaults,noatime,commit=3  0       1

Temporary file systems

If an application requires temporary file storage, i.e. data only used while the application is running and not required to be

saved over a shutdown, then a good option to prevent physical writes to storage is to use a temporary file system, tmpfs.

Because these file systems are RAM based (actually, in virtual memory), any data written to a tmpfs is never written to

physical storage, and therefore doesn’t affect flash lifetimes, and cannot become damaged over a corruption event.

Creating one or more tmpfs locations requires editing the /etc/fstab file, which controls all the file systems under

Raspberry Pi OS. The following example replaces the storage-based locations /tmp and /var/log with temporary file

system locations. The second example, which replaces the standard logging folder, limits the overall size of the file

system to 16MB.
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tmpfs /tmp tmpfs defaults,noatime 0 0
tmpfs /var/log tmpfs defaults,noatime,size=16m 0 0

There is also a third-party script that helps set up logging to RAM, which can be found on GitHub. This has the additional

feature of dumping the RAM-based logs to disk at a predefined interval.

Read-only root file systems

The root file system (rootfs) is the file system on the disk partition on which the root directory is located, and it is the file

system on which all the other file systems are mounted as the system is booted up. On the Raspberry Pi it is /, and by

default it is located on the SD card as a fully read/write EXT4 partition. There is also a boot folder, which is mounted as

/boot and is a read/write FAT partition.

Making the rootfs read ONLY prevents any sort of write accesses to it, making it much more robust to corruption events.

However, unless other actions are taken, this means nothing can write to the file system at all, so saving data of any sort

from your application to the rootfs is disabled. If you need to store data from your application but want a read-only rootfs,

a common technique is to add a USB memory stick or similar that is just for storing user data.

 NOTE

If you are using a swap file when using a read-only file system, you will need to move the swap file to a read/write

partition.

Overlay file system

An overlay file system (overlayfs) combines two file systems, an upper file system and a lower file system. When a name

exists in both file systems, the object in the upper file system is visible while the object in the lower file system is either

hidden or, in the case of directories, merged with the upper object.

Raspberry Pi provide an option in raspi-config to enable an overlayfs. This makes the rootfs (lower) read only, and

creates a RAM-based upper file system. This gives a very similar result to the read-only file system, with all user changes

being lost on reboot.

You can enable an overlayfs using either the command line raspi-config or using the desktop Raspberry Pi
Configuration application on the Preferences menu.

There are also other implementations of overlayfs that can synchronise required changes from the upper to the lower file

system at a predetermined schedule. For example, you might copy the contents of a user’s home folder from upper to

lower every twelve hours. This limits the write process to a very short space of time, meaning corruption is much less

likely, but does mean that if power is lost before the synchronisation, any data generated since the last one is lost.

Off-device file systems / network booting

The Raspberry Pi is able to boot over a network connection, for example using the Network File System (NFS). This

means that once the device has completed its first-stage boot, instead of loading its kernel and root file system from the

SD card, it is loaded from a network server. Once running, all file operations act on the server and not the local SD card,

which takes no further role in the proceedings.
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Cloud solutions

Nowadays, many office tasks take place in the browser, with all data being stored online in the cloud. Keeping data

storage off the SD card can obviously improve reliability, at the expense of needing an always-on connection to the

internet, as well as possible charges from cloud providers.

The user can either use a full-blown Raspberry Pi OS installation, with the Raspberry Pi optimised browser, to access any

of the cloud services from suppliers such as Google, Microsoft, Amazon, etc. An alternative is one of the thin-client

providers, which replace Raspberry Pi OS with an OS/application that runs from resources stored on a central server

instead of the SD card. Thin clients work by connecting remotely to a server-based computing environment where most

applications, sensitive data, and memory are stored.
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Conclusions
When the correct shutdown procedures are followed, the SD card storage of the Raspberry Pi is extremely reliable. This

works well in the home or office environment where shutdown can be controlled, but when using Raspberry Pi devices in

industrial use cases, or in areas with an unreliable power supply, extra precautions can improve reliability.

In short, the options for improving reliability can be listed as follows:

• Use a well-known, reliable SD card.

• Reduce writes using longer commit times, using temporary file systems, using an overlayfs, or similar.

• Use off-device storage such as network boot or cloud storage.

• Implement a regime to replace SD cards before they reach end of life.

• Use a UPS.
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